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        Fresh Thinking for Dental Marketing & Healthcare Growth


        Meet The Team
    


    Meet The Team
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        When We Talk Marketing, We Mean Business


        
        
            High performing marketing campaigns are meaningless when your clinical practice isn’t prepared to handle calls, convert more leads and deal with the challenges of rapid scaling.

That’s why The Fresh isn’t just another marketing agency – but a different beast altogether.

We are a full-service growth agency built on fresh insight, fresh ideas and refreshingly efficient delivery. So, if you just want another PPC campaign, we’re probably not the right agency for you.

But if you want to make lifelong friends with holistic, results-driven thinking on patient acquisition and retention alongside a full suite of consultancy services, that’s us.


        

    


 
 
 

      
        
      Dental Marketing

Our bread & butter

SEO, PPC, social and good old-fashioned print, meticulously planned and executed to deliver exceptional ROI.


                            Read More
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      Creative

Digital & print genius

Fresh design, content, video and more is the power behind standout branding and outstanding campaign results.


                            Read More
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      Consulting

Improve the tried & tested

Develop and integrate the new. Grow, scale and smash goals with insight from The Fresh agency.


                            Read More
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      Development

Coded with love & coffee

Custom sites, CRMs, lead management systems, apps and digital assets – coded with love and coffee.


                            Read More
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      Why The Fresh Delivers

      Ever get the impression that consultancies and agencies just don’t get healthcare?

      The Fresh Director Prav Solanki steers a national chain of dental clinics, a dental training academy and a health and fitness brand.

      First-hand industry experience has helped us learn what works, as well as what doesn't. And we use this practical insight to help healthcare organisations to define and meet some pretty ambitious goals.  
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      Recent Projects

      Fancy a closer look at our recent projects? 

      Coming Soon
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    Here's What Our Friends Say About Us
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                    Chelsea Dental Clinic

                    Dr Rhona Eskander
                

            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    Prav and his team have been an absolute pleasure to work with. They have done incredible work for my clinic, personal brand and PÄRLA.

His team quickly nailed my brand and ‘voice’ where others had failed. I feel really lucky to work with Prav, it’s rare to find someone who goes above and beyond for every single one of his clients with close attention to detail.
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                    Love Teeth

                    Dr Kunal Patel
                

            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    Since engaging Prav and his team for marketing and sales training, we have noticed a huge increase in new patients and conversions. They offer a unique approach that is personal and the service extends way beyond marketing. I have direct access to Prav whenever I need it, and his team are very responsive.
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                    Woodborough House

                    Dr Sarah Fitzharris
                

            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    We have worked with The Fresh for 15+ years now….. that should say it all! Prav is super intelligent, an innovator and emotionally intelligent. He “gets” people and he “gets” dentistry. If you want to have a great working relationship with your marketing agency and get ahead of your competition, use The Fresh.
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                    Harley Street Dental Studio

                    Dr Mark Hughes
                

            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    The success of my practices wouldn’t have been anywhere near as good as it was without support from The Fresh, and boy do they deliver results!
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                    IAS

                    Dr Tif Qureshi
                

            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    Prav and his team have great expertise in marketing, strategy and execution when it comes to the business of dentistry. I have worked with Prav for over 10 years both as a client and business partner.
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                    Dental Suite

                    Dr Kalpesh Bohara
                

            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    I know I can always rely on The Fresh to deliver the goods when it comes to marketing, generating new patients, business advice and planning. They play a large role in the success of my business.
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                    Enlighten Smiles

                    Dr Payman Langroudi
                

            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    We’ve hired all the usual leading industry dental marketing experts, but Prav’s in-depth understanding of everything marketing and people is unparalleled.
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                    Co-op

                    Parm Kalari
                

            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    The Fresh have been excellent strategic partners of the Co-op. A great team that helped us shape our strategic roadmap as well aiding with hands-on stuff like defining personas, creating user journeys and conveying our business requirements into specification documents which ensured they delivered what we needed.
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                    The Cosmetic Dental Clinic

                    Dr Andrew Stafford
                

            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    Prav is someone we’ve always trusted, and I think ‘trust’ is the word I always come back to when I think about what his team has done for us. We trust them.
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                    Changing Faces® Dentures

                    Marc Northover
                

            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    The Fresh is instrumental to the success of our national franchise of denture clinics; their execution of design, coding and dental search engine campaigns is second to none.
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                    Aqua Dental Clinic

                    Dr Anoop Maini
                

            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    If you’re lucky enough for The Fresh to take you on as a client, don’t look back.
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                    The Cosmetic Dental Clinic

                    Dr Darren Cannell
                

            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    Having worked with Prav and his team at The Fresh UK for the best part of 15 years, I can hand on heart say that our business would not be where it is today without Prav’s input and guidance.


                

            

            
                                    
                        
                    
                                    
                        
                    
                                    
                        
                    
                                    
                        
                    
                                    
                        
                    
                            

        

        




        
            
                
            
            
                
            
        

    

 
        Freshly Picked Articles
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            11 July 2023

            
                                     Blog
                            

        

        Threads for Dentists: What You Need to Know

        Read More
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            23 December 2022

            
                                     Blog
                            

        

        Email Deliverability (and Why it Matters)

        Read More
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            25 November 2022

            
                                     Blog
                            

        

        The Fresh Guide to Advertising Technology – Adtech

        Read More
    


            

         
                    Let's Talk

        
                    Want to work together? Give us a shout.

        
                    Get In Touch
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                Book a discovery call with Joanne
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                Let's talk
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